ABSTRACT
Introduction
Object tracking is the significant undertaking in the field of computer vision. The conception of dynamic computers, accessibility of astounding and economical camcorders and expanding requisite for computerized video audit has created a lot of enthusiasm in tracking objects in video. Tracking can be characterized as the issue of evaluating the movement of an object in the image plane. The object detection and tracking are intently associated in light of the fact that tracking normally begins with detecting the objects, although detecting an object over and over again in consecutive image array is usually significant to benefit and verify tracking. Challenges in tracking of moving objects include partial and full occlusion handling, complex background, tracking small objects with low contrast, reflectance noise, illumination problems, and noisy videos.
Object tracking in video is been important and a challenging issue in research for long time, as it empowers few major applications [11] like: Surveillance and security to perceive individuals, to contribute exceptional sense of security using evident data. Video abstraction to obtain computerized description of videos, to produce object based outline. Traffic administration to inspect stream, to identify accidents. Video editing to eradicate unwieldy individual administrative interplay, to shape up innovative video effects. Intuitive games to offer common way of interplay with perceptive systems.
Tracking a object is simplified as template matching and updating technique. Initially, a model is developed to characterize the object and to build the template. Later, the target can be detected and tracked using template matching process. Updating the target model is essential during tracking to conform to the variations in shape of the target. Many existing target modeling approaches are available in the literature, used widely [5, 8] illustrates the target using color histograms, that are prone to complex background, illumination changes and does not mirrors the spatial inter-relationship of pixels.
In the region based tracking algorithm [18, 15] , the target is defined by a geometric structure and the possible location of the object in the image sequence [16, 17] is determined by calculating the similarity function or can be determined by segmentation, which focuses on certain characteristics of object like color, edges, etc,. Tracking algorithms based on feature represents target using a set of different feature points. Feature based tracking algorithms are robust by tracking the target [12, 19] with the help of constant elements over numerous image sequences in video. In this type of tracking algorithms, the feature points are assigned all over the target, even though if there are any obstructions on the target, still the feature based algorithms can continue tracking by utilizing the other visible points of the target. In contour based algorithms, usually the target is initialized in the first frame and it is represented by closed silhouette which extracts the shape of target. Next, based on the image features and contour smoothness an energy function is defined [20] and active contour is approximated to local minimum energy function by solving the differential equations recursively [13] . Contour based algorithms can handle the partial occlusion if the contour is initialized correctly and it is robust compared with region based methods because the information obtained from contour is imperceptive to the intensity variations. Tracking algorithms based on model builds a object shape model with the specification and constraints of application to carry out the tracking process by computing the similarity function among the actual frame and the shape model [14, 21] .
Wavelet analysis [22] is popularly used in noise reduction, image compression, fusion and smoothing, which primarily focus on the explicit features of the context through transformation. It has drawn attention of many research activities in image processing and computer vision. Multi-scale 2-D Discrete wavelets provide a high dimensional vector comprised of the wavelet coefficients. When the frame is decomposed by wavelets it requires large computation cost, if vector of multi-scale 2-D wavelet coefficients are used directly in target matching it will results in poor real-time performance. In order to overcome the above said, Principal component analysis (PCA) is an efficient linear transformation approach to reduce the dimensionality; usually dimensionality of the data is high so it is projected into low dimensional space and PCA can also extract the features from the frame. Accurately estimating the object location just based on the target model is challenging, therefore it is better to integrate the tracking process with property of target motion, which results in boosting the reliability of tracking. Tracking the object is considered as probability of inference and the movements of object are depicted by the statistical models. Particle filtering [7] based on Bayesian theory and Monte Carlo method [6, 10] can be used to solve the posterior probability, where the weighted particles describes the all possible distributions of object's states.
Inspired from the above facts, particle filtering is used to predict the position of the object in the video frame. Later, eigen vector is built by extracting wavelet features from the object. Also, PCA approach is used for dimensionality reduction and stable feature extraction. Then, based on the similarity function; the object is detected and while tracking the object, eigen vectors will be updated considering challenges like complex background, illumination changes and occlusion.
Proposed Method

Particle Filter:
Particle filter is the generic algorithm for a function optimization where the solutions search space is searched using particles. Each particle integrates the tests whether how and where it is possibly that the object is at the position. The weights for particle are assigned accordingly how good particles are, based on particles evaluation. After assigning weights, multiply the good particles and remove the bad particles through re-sampling technique. Then predict the object where it might be using the next particle generation by evaluating, and it repeats. Compared to Kalman filter, particle filter works with the general probability density function or values. The Particle filter predicts the next state from the provided state transition (example, the motion model), then if applicable, the noisy measurement information is integrated in the correction phase.
To simulate the recursive Bayesian estimation, it is important to use Monte Carlo simulation, because it is difficult to obtain solution of priori probability density and posterior density.
Construct the posterior probability density function recursively using a set of weighted random samples{ ( ) , ( ) ; = 1, … , }, where K is the total number of particles. At each instance t, particle filtering algorithm repeats in two stages, they are: prediction and update.
Prediction: Every particle is emerged individually as per the state model (1), and also to simulate unknown disturbances, an additional random noise is included. This step gives an approximation of the p(x t ), i.e., the prior probability density function:
Update: Based on the latest measurement of likelihood model, weight's of the each particle has been calculated. The posterior probability density function at an instance t, in the form of a discrete approximation can be written as:
Where
and weight set satisfies function:
Feature extraction
In order to differentiate the object from the background it is necessary to extract the good features and while tracking, it is vital to deal with the differences of the object and its background. Wavelet transform technique is a reversible transformation process as it preserves the information and is retained in the wavelet coefficients. The multi-scale property of wavelet transform delivers detail parameters of each frame decomposed, that consists of low frequency and high frequency components. Then, the feature vector X is constructed and the dimensionality of X is usually high. If X is used directly to track the object, it fails to perform in real-time because of high computational cost. In object tracking, the environmental changes may lead to changes in wavelet features. To obtain stable features and dimensionality reduction in feature vector, there is need for component analysis.
Let, the dimensionality of X is N, we need to obtain less than N dimensional feature vector S. The feature components of S should have the minimum variance, as shown in Eq. (5)
To find linear transformation, it is necessary to discard the components with lower variance and to retain the higher variance components. PCA's intent is to find orthogonal transformation matrix = [ 1 2 … ] such that the N dimensional vector X makes the components of the transform results S, such that all components ( = 1,2, … , ) to be uncorrelated. When all the features X along the 1 projection, 1 will have the high variance. Then 1 is called the first principal component, the next principal component can be found in the same way by magnifying variance in 2 subject to the orthogonal condition of 1 . Likewise N number of components can be obtained from N dimensional vector. Feature vector and dimensionality reduction is achieved using PCA by calculating the mean and variance of both low frequency and high frequency components to build the subspace.
To find the object's location, similarity measure function is used to find the similarity degree between the object model in initial frame and predicted object model in current frame, and in most of the cases the probability distribution of both the models are same. If = [ 1 , 2 , … , ] is the subspace built, = [ 1 , 2 , … , ] is the weight respectively and
is the eigen spaces of prediction done by particle filter. Threshold is determined based on experiments.
Match the feature vector with respect to eigen space ′ and measure the similarity. In order to handle the changes in wavelet features, caused from intervention of external environmental factors, it is essential to update the feature vectors while tracking the object. If the object does not match in the current, wavelet features can be extracted from the previous frame, because it was matched successfully in earlier frame to construct the subspace. Then, PCA will extract the feature vectors and sort according to their respective weight from the constructed subspace. Hence it is effective to update the model consists of the features with greater weights meets the formula (7) > ℎ ℎ =1 (7)
Experimental Results
To assess the performance of proposed method, we make use of videos, 500 frames (Average) each, consists of various issues like tracking people, traffic management, circumstantial variations, complex background etc. Openly accessible standard PETS, ViSOR, iLIDS and other datasets are used for this purpose. The frequency of complete occlusion among the objects in video is often and the challenging feature of these datasets is tracking the objects with less contrast, complex background and occlusion. In Figure 3 .1 we can see the target objects are tracked successfully with various real-time video sequences, which consists of sunny day sequences, low contrast sequences, complex background, occlusion, etc., both in indoor and outdoor environment. Stable wavelet based features are extracted using PCA and the object model is updated accordingly. Due to this, any environmental changes, complex background and occlusion will not affect the tracking process. The proposed method outperforms the wavelet and traditional PCA based method and Mean-Shift tracking method as demonstrated in Table I . The object to be tracked is randomly initialized in the first frame. As shown the figure 3.1 (a) Image sequences from PETS dataset are tested with the proposed method by tracking car in outdoor environment handling full occlusion, (b) tiny remote car is fully occluded in the video frame, but the proposed method tracks the car successfully after recovering from the occlusion in the upcoming frames, (c) a man walking in a subway is tracked successfully by overcoming the occlusion problem with the help of effective model updating mechanism, (d) and (e) tracking people both in indoor and outdoor environment with complex background and different illuminations. Figure 3 .2 shows the results obtained from wavelet and traditional PCA based approach and figure 3.3 shows results achieved from mean-shift tracking. In most of the cases both the methods fail to track the object with complex background when occlusion occurs as shown below. False positive rate is relatively high w.ith respect to wavelet based PCA approach and while tracking object when occlusion occurs, after occlusion it assigns new label to the same old object treating it as a new object. Tracker Detection Rate, False Alarm Rate, Detection Rate, Accuracy, Positive Prediction, Negative Prediction, False Positive Rate and False Negative Rate achieved from the proposed method, wavelet and PCA based method without using particle filter and Mean-Shift tracking methods are demonstrated in Table I . 
Conclusion
The proposed method extracts the wavelet coefficients consists of low frequency and high frequency components of each video frame using the 2-D discrete wavelet transform, which also results in noise reduction. Accuracy of tracking object is enhanced by utilizing the object structure and appearance. Based on the combination of particle filter and PCA approach, the tracking can be accomplished by predicting the likely position of the object and building the subspace by feature extraction and dimensionality reduction. The proposed method is tested with publicly available standard PETS, iLIDS dataset and other real time video sequences by considering challenges like occlusion and complex background, which achieves fast and accurate tracking. Also proposed method outperforms both mean-shift tracking and wavelet based PCA method by tracking object with complex background under occlusion.
